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Christmas laws: 

Hi Kevin, I promised Annie that I would come up with the 12 Laws of Christmas but 

when I did a little research, I only got half-way there.  So here are at least 6 of the Laws 

of Christmas. 

Basically, the rules and laws are this: 

a) Don’t be Santa’s Informant 

b) Tell the truth about Santa 

c) Does Santa have to obey the law? 

d) Always give your wife what she wants 

e) Spend time with your mother 

f) Do unto others 

1) Shall we do them one at a time?  What’s the business about Santa’s Informant?   

I saw a mom with her daughter walking around the Northern and she had another little 

one in a shopping basket.  The walking daughter was about 2 ½ to 3 years old.  She was 

not being co-operative.  “Johnna are you going to come with me or do I have to call 

Santa?” 

Now the problem here is that in the pre-charter days she could make an anonymous call 

to the police with a message for Santa and no one would ever know.  Now although the 

mother could deny the call, the fact of the matter is that the identity of the informant 

will probably be disclosed.  

A side issue of course is whether getting a lump of coal from Santa is a Charter Breach.  

Charter breach or not, do you want to take the chance that your kid is going to find out it 

was you? 

A better course of action would be to say nothing to your child and then, disguising your 

voice as your mother-in-law’s, make the call to Santa.  When the children get coal on 
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Christmas, you can blame someone else and no one will ever be the wiser.  Santa does 

not have call display. 

2) What do you mean “Tell the truth about Santa?” 

We have discussed the importance of telling the truth in court.  Failing to tell the truth 

may result in a charge of perjury.  The question is - Do the same rules apply to our 

children? 

My overly protective father seemed to think Santa should be part of our Christmas until 

my wish list included an electric razor and a copy of Playboy.  Nowadays, we may need 

to rethink that strategy - here are some alternatives to consider: 

- If you are in court, and someone asks you about Santa, tell the truth; always tell the 

truth in Court.  However, where Santa is concerned the truth can be hard to pin down. 

Maybe he is at the magnetic North Pole not the geographic North Pole – who can really 

be sure?  Magnetic North moves around.  

- If your 14-year old’s wish list includes, instead of a Zhu Zhu pet hamster, music 

albums with explicit lyric warnings that are legal only for over 18s, you will want to 

rethink your Christmas gift plans. 

- If you catch the child trying to Google Street View “the North Pole”, although it could 

simply be that there was blizzard there when the Google crew went through, they’re 

clearly suspicious, so stay ahead of the game.    

- Finally, when the laws of physics come into play (law really is everywhere) regarding 

a reindeer’s red nose providing light through a blizzard (my headlights don’t provide 

enough light in a blizzard), concerns for Santa’s cholesterol levels from all those cookies 

or whether insurance covers roof damage should a sled land on it without snow, as with 

the other examples, they may be ready for some news. 

One easy way to deal with the whole problem is to simply say “The truth is that as long 

as you believe in the spirit of Christmas you will always find something Christmassy 

under the tree” 
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3) Does Santa have to obey the law?  Isn’t is obvious that Santa has to obey the law?   

This is a very broad and troubling question.  There are a number of concerns regarding 

Santa’s operations and there are no easy answers. 

a) How old are those elves?  Is Santa in breach of Canada’s child labour laws? 

b) What about Santa’s entering all these homes without permission?  Are these 

B&Es?  If he leaves coal instead of something nice, it is even more of a B&E? 

c) What about these roof top landings – he simply parks his sleigh on rooftops 

without safety ropes or any concern that the reindeer might fall off.  Here we have 

possible violations of workplace safety laws and protection of animal laws. 

d) Concern has also been raised about Santa Claus's alcohol consumption.  It sounds 

like he takes a swig after every delivery.  However, is a nine-reindeer sleigh which 

flies through the air, an airplane a motor vehicle or a streetcar?  If not Santa 

commits no offence. 

e) Finally, there are also flying height restrictions which Claus may be breaching.  

Aircraft must not fly lower than 1,000 feet unless landing on a defined flight path 

and their lighting must meet certain standards.  Santa flies lower than a 1000 feet 

all the time and his only collision avoidance lighting is Rudolf.  But again, is a 

sleigh, drawn by magic reindeer bound to observe these rules? 

We don’t have answers to these questions and as long as that remains so, we are going to 

have trouble busting Santa 

4) Ok – the next rule you mentioned is “Always give your wife what she wants”  

Really? 

This rule flows from an important law.  This law has applied for thousands of years – it 

is very simple “Happy wife, happy life.” 

The Christmas version of this rule itself is very easy to state – “give your wife what she 

wants”.  However what the heck does she really want?  When you ask if she wants socks 

and fishing lures, and she replies “sure,” she may not actually mean “sure.”  The easy 
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source of good information for this rule is your wife’s friends – they will know exactly 

what she wants.   

However, there is an important subrule: you need to get together with all of your 

buddies and set this up before hand.  If you ask the other wives what your wife really 

wants, they will then go back to their husbands and ask them why they are not as loving 

and considerate as you. 

Your wife may be thrilled, but your buddies are going to be ticked. 

5) Rule 5 is spend time with your mother? 

Again this is a simple rule, (with a related subrule –“happy mother, happy life”)  So you 

need to make sure that she feels appreciated for the nice things she has done for you 

over the previous year.   

However before you arrange to spent time with your mom, make sure that she doesn’t 

know that your wife pretended to be her when your kids got coal. 

6)  Do unto others that’s pretty simple no? 

This is the very simplest of Christmas rules.  I should add that the there is no magic that 

makes this a rule that only applies in the Christmas season.  If you follow this rule at 

Christmas, however, the beauty is this, you don’t have to buy anything, you don’t have to 

cook any treats, you don’t have to invite people over.  You simply have to treat others as 

you would like them to treat you.  Give them a boost, tow them out of snowbank, lend a 

snomachine belt.  It all contributes to the beauty of communities in Nunavut. 

Kevin says …….. 

I reply – “Happy Holidays Kevin – we’ll chat again in the New Year!” 


